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Ii8 The Sewanee Review 

"takes rank with the settlement of Jamestown and Plymouth, 
the Declaration of Independence, and the adoption of the 

Constitution." S. L. Ware. 

The Life of Abraham Lincoln, Drawn From Original Sources 

(etc., etc.). New Edition, with New Matter, by Ida M. Tarbell. Two 

volumes. New York: The Macmillan Company. 1917. Pp. xxxii, 

426+475. 

This new edition is simply a reprint of Miss Tarbell's Life of 

Lincoln which appeared some seventeen years ago; but it is a 

reprint plus an admirable new preface. In this introductory 

chapter?for such it is?Miss Tarbell tells us that the stream of 

new material on Lincoln, which has been flowing to the public 
since the first publication of her book, "leaves us the Lincoln we 

had at the beginning." "We know him better," she says, and 

she admits that "the indictments brought against Lincoln for 

inefficient administration, for interfering with the army, for going 

beyond strict executive powers, have backing." But, she adds, 
"it is curious, how little these things affect our judgment of him. 

They leave him where he has long been in the popular mind." 

Miss Tarbell's new "preface" has little to do with authorities, 
but is a masterly character-sketch of Lincoln in the light of 

recent documents. S. L. Ware. 

East By West. Essays in Transportation. By A. J. Morrison. 

Boston: Sherman, French and Company. 1917. Pp.177. $1.25. 

Here are a series of breezy little essays written about that 

part of mankind engaged through the ages in manufacturing and 

transportation, and trading and trafficking. The author begins 
with the merchants of the Babylonian East and winds up with 

the building of the Bagdad Railway by the Germans. Mr. Mor 

rison is hardly the scholar in his chosen field, still less is he the 

specialist. But he is the cultured man of wide reading who has 

skimmed an interesting bit of information for us here, another 

bit there, and who knows how to dish it all up for the general 
reader in an attractive and often suggestive and striking man 

ner. S. L. Ware. 
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